FileNo. M-13015/05/2013-RL (FTS:331317)
Government of India
Ministry of Rural Development
Department of Rural Development (RL Division)
(National Rural Livelihoods Promotion Society)

6th Floor, Hotel Samrat,
Kautilya Marg, New Delhi
Date: 6th Apr, 2018

To,
SMDs/CEOs of all States/UTs of SRLM.

Subject: Regarding LGD code seeding in NRLM Database

Dear Sir/Madam,

As you are aware that RL division has started the LGD (Local Government Directory http://lgdirectory.gov.in) code seeding for the purpose of integrating this division’s data with various central/state government programme’s databases (e.g. DISHA, Mission Antyodaya, Gram Samvaad, CM Dashboard and DM Dashboard).

In this process NIC team at RL Division has mapped LGD codes of all the states, districts and blocks (except 250 Blocks). Besides this LGD Codes of around two lakhs GPs and 4.3 Lakhs Villages have been seeded programmatically. For seeding the LGD codes of remaining Blocks/GPs/Villages an interface has been developed and deployed on NRLM e-Governance Application (http://nrlm.gov.in).

Also all the state nodal officers have been provided an interface to update the already seeded LGD code in case of any incorrect mapping.

You are requested to complete this activity on priority basis.

Yours sincerely

(Atal Dulloo)
Joint Secretary to the Govt. of India